Caldwell, Talbot, Hunnicutt, Robbins, and Stewart, who intend to win the 50-, 100- and 220-yard dashes at Little Rock in the coming track meet.
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ATHLETIC COMMITTEE.


REVIEW OF ATHLETICS.

Athletics in our school have always been good. At the end of the year we seldom fail to have an enviable record. It is true we have not engaged in all college sports, but in those we have attempted we hold a high standard. We have had very few track teams or foot-ball teams, owing to the difficulty in securing meets and games. In other sports, such as base-ball, tennis, basket-ball, and the like, we have always taken great interest. This year, however, we are attempting every line of college athletics.

Our success with our second year with foot-ball did not augur a very pros-

per year, as we were trodden under unmercifully by other teams. The failure in foot-ball was not due to material nor to proper management, but to an insuffi-
cient amount of practice. While the team was not supported as loyally as it could have been, it would have been a very strong team if it had been given time to practice. The failure of the team did much to dampen the ardor of the whole school in Athletics until spring, when the school was almost wholly a den of "knock-
ers." At this juncture, however, a good Director was secured, and spontaneously the spirits of everyone went out to him, and the "knockers" became the loyalest of supporters. Athletics took on a new life and now promise to be the best in the College's history. We have a large track team that is determined to get its finger on the cups to be given away at Little Rock on the coming April 27th.
The team as it appeared upon the Ruston gridiron—than that brought forth exceeding surprising results. After holding the strong I.M. & co down to a single touch-down, it allowed itself to be trodden under by the Arkansas Military Academy to the tune of 71 to 6—a Thanksgiving treat for Ouachita.

The cognomens of the team, according to the encyclopedia of "Camel" Wallis, are:

No. 1 is the star left end, "Doggonit" Talbot, who always "crouched" and got 'em.

No. 2 is Crow, known as "Steno-grapher," who had sense enough to turn in his suit after the Ruston fray.

No. 3 is "Camel" Wallis, the gritty center. As it was with wrathful Achilles, so it was with "Camel"—his vulnerable parts were his "hoofs."

No. 4 is Thrasher, left guard, "Malvern sport and conductor."

No. 5 is "Boss" Fenna Rogers, star quarter, and coolest head in the bunch. A broken rib was his inheritance in Ruston. He was not allowed in the A. M. A. scrap.
No. 6 is C. Hamilton Moses, sub-full, the "hobo" of our team, with a gentleman's name.

No. 7 is Stewart, left half-back, "Savannah" of our team. He has a fractured knee as a souvenir of Louisiana.

No. 8 is Caldwell, sub-tackle, "slippery," because he looked too nice to get dirty.

No. 9 is "Old Rye," right guard, and referee.

No. 10 is "Long-head." Green, left tackle, according to the testimony of the opposing guard, "half-a-century old.

No. 11 is "Chicken" Polk, right-weight sub-quarter.

No. 12 is McKennie, of "Big Ida," a fast right end.

No. 13 is Manager Rogers. You may call him "Brownie," "Susie," "Jane," or any other good name.

No. 14 is "Cat" Ross, full-back. "Draw-horn" or any other distinguished title is his.

No. 15 is right half-back Blakely. "Gerce" was the prettiest, sweetest boy of the lot, but when he was mated with a Ruston Senior, he sat upon the College steps and mourned his beauty.
Basket-Ball.

B. L. Williams; Manager
J. E. Talbot, C. Plain

Coach Williams' Basket Ball Aggregation.

Smith, Saddler, Frazier, Evatt, Carnes, Stuart, Talbot, Caldwell, Williams, and Berry were the constituents of "Coach" Williams' gang, and the team was a "cutter," too. Whenever you let forward Talbot or Caldwell swing onto the ball, it always meant two more points for Ouachita, and while "Big" Stewart was center and Saddler and Carnes guarding them, opposing team had to hustle to score. "Coach" Williams' team is quite renowned.

Two excellent girl basket-ball teams, the Blacks and Reds. They are examples of what girls can do in Athletics. You who doubt that these girls can play basket-ball just ought to see them. "Coach" Smith brought them to such a stage of efficiency that they played the fastest ball and more of it than any team in South Arkansas. It fully demonstrates that beauty is "useful as well as ornamental." "Coach" Smith and the whole school thinks the world of our basketball girls.
"Zeb" in his track suit. A giant athlete. (Coach Ward.)

Caldwell and Stuart, the champion jumpers of the school and we believe of the State.

McGough, Jordon, and Goodner, our giants, who are especially good with shot, hammer, and discus. Better known as "Physic" McGough, "Abraham" Jordon, and "Elephant" Goodner, are these patriarchs.

Carnes, Stuart, Bettis, and "Young Jack Conger," who are certain to win the mile race.
"Tag" Sain, the fastest short-stop that ever hit the Ouachita diamond. This looks just like him when looking for a hot one just from the stick. This is Sain's second year with us and he is one of the stars of the team.

"Coach" Ward in a Ouachita ball suit. An excellent all-round player.

W. F. Rogers as he stood in 1905. The champion college pitcher of the South. He has great luck at pitching shut-out and no hit games. He goes from here to the Pittsburg Nationals. He is known in ball circles as the Southern "Preacher," as he will not play Sunday ball.

Rupert Blakeley, star center field and first baseman, Manager of the team for two years. Ft. Worth has secured him for the season of 1907. He is an excellent all-round player.
TENNIS CLUB.

Walker Smith, Manager
Bruce Veazy, Treasurer

MEMBERS.
R. E. Crump.
Bill Holloway.
Chas. Townsend.
Harold Harris.
T. N. Johnson.
Fern Singleton.
Myrtle Anderson.
Mary Younger.
Clara Dollarhide.
Maude Wade.
Jane Wood.

Henry Bennett.
Hugh Petty.
Cal Jackson.
W. P. Wilson.
J. L. Ralph.
Notra Anderson.
Nora Dudley.
Lena Kitchens.
Nona Kimpel.
Ruby Hunt.
Olive Faulkner.

Joe Miller.
Leon Green.
Lee Caldwell.
L. B. White.
J. R. Rutherford.
Maude Anderson.
Vera Hunt.
Leah Wilson.
Fern Meadows.
Jewell Middlebrook.
Afton Williams.

Joe Mae Wood.
Ada Toole.
A TYPICAL TENNIS SCENE.